
Microtonal notation: LilyPond as a score editor for 
Bohlen-Pierce Tuning (Part 2)

Mode-based keyboard manuals: Delta mode & Lambda mode
MoMS: synthesis environment

 



Microtonal music: specifically the Bohlen-Pierce scale. 

evolution of a notation system

Open-source - ultimately it is hoped the the entire project will be realised 
in open-source software.......

......and maybe even hardware (3-D printers)

Controllers/interfaces

    Contexts



Adapting standard notation for use with microtonal music raises a 
number of issues 

in the case of scales which divide up the 12 tone equal tempered (12 
TET)into a number of sub-intervals - modifiers can be used to denote the 
exact pitch. 

Students quickly become aware that there is very little standardisation, 
e.g., Karkoschka’s critical guide to Notation in New Music presents a 
bewildering array of alternate notations. 

It can seem as if the practice has been to create an entirely new bespoke 
notation system for each new composition!

Existing notation



Microtonal notation



Microtonal notation

Kopelent - Third String Quartet

Bussotti - Phrase à trois 

Erhard Karkoschka, ‘Notation in New Music’, (Universal Edition, Austria, 
1972, pp. 2,3, 27)

Haba



A score for the Bohlen-Pierce scale

Miles Leigh Skinner, ‘Towards a quarter-tone syntax: Analyses of selected works by 
Blackwood, Haba, Ives and Wyschnegradsky’, SUNY Buffalo 2007



LilyPond

๏ The pieces were intended to be played by performers with ‘some’ 
musical training - and substantial stage experience 

๏ and so the notation system should not stray too far from 
conventional notation, and it should be simple to read. 

๏ the performing group tranSpectra have proposed a B-P notation  
system using modified conventional notation:



tranSpectra B-P notation system

http://transpectra.org/scale_info.html
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tranSpectra B-P notation system

http://transpectra.org/scale_info.html

In this system, each B-P scale-
step has a unique bar or space 
assignment, so no need for 
accidentals and key signatures. 
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๏ Although their system does not sit perfectly on the staff designed for 
12-tone....

๏ once the performer learns to cope with the idiosyncrasies, it becomes 
a workable solution..... although it can be hard to read.  

๏ The difficulty that performers had in discerning pitches was the main 
reason for implementing the Shape Note modification 

LilyPond





B-P scale on modified staff showing Shape Note modifications 





Full B-P scale on modified staff showing Shape Note modifications 



๏ Lilypond’s ability to host customisable graphics created by internally 
hosting the PostScript programming language 

๏ allows the creation of bespoke clef glyphs and inline score graphics

๏ it is also open-source - so one can ‘machine-hop’ without worrying 
about costly licences

๏ and the engraving is second-to-none 

LilyPond





‘Glyph’ style custom clefs were 
drawn with PostScript (PS) code

PS code for custom clef

‘Override’ command



Scale created independently by Heinz Bohlen,  John R. Pierce and Kees 
van Prooijen

Describes the division of the twelfth (8ve + 5th), or  tritave in B-P 
nomenclature, into 13 steps

The tritave means that it is an example of a non-octave scale

Tritave: 1:3 ratio ( a twelfth) w.r.t. the first note and analogous to the 8ve. 
Highly consonant ‘pseudo-octave’. (Pierce calls a ‘perceptible harmonic 
basis’)

Pierce’s p3579b scale renamed to Bohlen-Pierce scale - based on the 3:5:7:9 
tetrachord

B-P modes analogous to our 12 TET diatonic vs. 12 TET chromatic? 

Let’s hear the B-P scale............

       Bohlen-Pierce notes



B-P scale spanning one ‘tritave’ (8ve + 5th) with the pseudo-octave 
sounding at the end 

       Bohlen-Pierce notes



       Bohlen-Pierce notes

Heinz Bohlen’s original proposals for Bohlen-Pierce mode manuals 

* Bohlen, Heinz: 13 Tonstufen in der Duodezime. Acustica, Vol. 39 no. 2, S. 
Hirzel Verlag, Stuttgart, Jan. 1978, pp. 76-78

Delta Lambda



Bohlen’s 1972/3 electronic organ (in Lambda mode layout)

       Bohlen-Pierce



In order to experiment with the B-P scale, it is 
helpful to have a physical interface. 

Two B-P interfaces have been created to date: one 
is set up in Delta mode, the other in Lambda 

mode.  

The B-P manuals have been ‘repurposed’ from 
standard Roland  MIDI keyboards: all of the keys 

were removed and rearranged so that the layouts 
matched the original templates proposed by  

Bohlen in his paper*.  

In each case, diatonic notes (of the mode) are 
mapped to white keys, and the ratios 

corresponding to the chromatic notes are mapped 
to the reconfigured black keys.

‘The Bohland’ interfaces

* Bohlen, Heinz: 13 Tonstufen in der Duodezime. Acustica, Vol. 39 no. 2, S. 
Hirzel Verlag, Stuttgart, Jan. 1978, pp. 76-78



Repurposing: from Roland to Bohland



Removal of keys
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Removal of keys

Repurposing: from Roland to Bohland

Reloading the keys



Removal of keys

Repurposing: from Roland to Bohland

‘Re-adjustment’ of  uncooperative key

Reloading the keys



The keyboard provides a ‘front-end’ for an 
additive synthesis instrument implemented in 

Pure Data.   

The working title for this patch is MoMS, and it 
attempts to host the all of the voice generation  

functions, the tuning  conversions and the MIDI 
crosspatches in one open-source package.

   

‘The Bohland’ interface



In rehearsal for ‘Bohland’



MoMS is intended as a user interface for those with little or no knowledge 
of microtonal music. It is designed to be used in conjunction with the Delta 
and/or Lambda B-P manuals. The panels can be easily loaded (by a 
technician)  with a variety of ‘settings options’ that the user can experiment 
with. This system will be demonstrated this summer at the Maker’s Faire.      

MoMS



MoMS
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over the amplitude and frequency of all of the partials (overtones) in 
the timbre. 
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MoMS

๏ MoMS contains an Additive Synthesis engine with complete control 
over the amplitude and frequency of all of the partials (overtones) in 
the timbre. 

๏ This allows ‘timbre matching’ to a particular tuning to be carried out by 
the user. 

๏ It has modules containing the ‘tuning math’ needed to realise a variety 
of microtonal scales. 

๏ And, in the case of the Bohland controllers, MoMS carries out a ‘MIDI 
crosspatch’ 

๏ This is needed because the Bohland controllers ‘skip’ certain MIDI notes 
(the ones now covered by blanking panels) , this is a result of the key 
reassignment process - it would not necessarily happen this way on a 
production line.   





Detail of the MIDI crosspatcher module. The ‘skips’ caused by former viable 
MIDI notes (now covered by blanking panels) can be seen in the ‘Select’ 
object above, e.g., 31 is followed by 33. 





‘Switching block’  allows either 
Equal Tempered (ET) or Just 
Intonation (JI) Bohlen Pierce to 
be selected. The tuning ratios for 
the JI B-P are inside JI-Bohlen. 
The ‘tuning math’ for realising 
the B-P ET scale can be clearly 
seen in the ‘expr’ mathematical 
expression box. 



‘Switching block’  allows either 
Equal Tempered (ET) or Just 
Intonation (JI) Bohlen Pierce to 
be selected. The tuning ratios for 
the JI B-P are inside JI-Bohlen. 
The ‘tuning math’ for realising 
the B-P ET scale can be clearly 
seen in the ‘expr’ mathematical 
expression box. 

In addition, this patch has 
additional switching blocks 
concealed within subpatches 
BP_ET and JI_Bohlen. These 
allow the user to flip MoMS 
between Lambda and Delta 
mode. 





Ongoing projects
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Ongoing projects

๏ The Lilypond project is still underway - though it depends on the 
implementation of Python-scripted crosspatchers and wrappers

๏ The idea is to ‘fork’ the messages from the Bohlands - these messages 
can then be crosspatched one way for the audio realisation (Pd or 
Csound as the destination) and another way for the Lilypond notation 
editor. 

๏ This part of the project proposes to use Python as an interpreter/
translator - the scripts will sit between the various modules - modifying 
input and presenting suitable output to the destination.  



Maker Faire 

The (mini) Maker Faire is an event created by Make Magazine to 
“celebrate arts, crafts, engineering, and the DIY mindset.” *   The  B-P 
controllers w/ the synthesis engine were accepted as an exhibit in this 
show and it promises to be an opportunity to present to a technically 
shrewd, if perhaps not musically educated audience.

Rich Duckworth                    duckwor@tcd.ie

 July 14th - in the Science Gallery

Upcoming presentations/events

*http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maker_Faire
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